February 19, 2015
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
Among the worthiest of our unsung heroes at NCH are the multi-skilled individuals who stand at the heart of our
communications system, the individuals who compose our switchboard operator team.
“We are like air-traffic controllers, trying to land multiple planes safely,” says Supervisor Mia Jackson of her talented
team of Alf Munoz, Theresa Hollis, Jenece Alexis, Diane Goguen, Heather DeRico, Ann Ferrara, and Sandra Hiver.
Among their skills is a vast knowledge of NCH personnel. They know every department (and most people in those
departments) throughout the whole system, from North Naples to Marco. They know all the new NCH doctors with
temporary or full-time privileges and also who is on call 24 hours a day. Sometimes callers only know a first name or
nickname of the person they want to reach, but our resourceful and knowledgeable operators still make the connection.
They are, indeed, traffic controllers, providing directions to either of our hospitals, or offsite campus from anywhere in
Naples and beyond.
They are also public relations experts, skillfully and courteously guiding callers on all upcoming events for the public as
well as NCH employees. They are familiar with the NCH directory of providers and know the names of many of the
doctors who have privileges at NCH.
They also possess great linguistic skills, translating English to NCH-speak, e.g., “I need copies of my stay at the hospital
last year” means “health information management.” They also demonstrate a great ability to consider the spelling of
names of patients from different countries and connect families and visitors to the right loved one.
They are a concierge service and tourist guides within the hospital—familiar with area hotels, taxis, retirement homes,
florists, labs, medical supplies stores, urgent care operations, and other outside resources that a patient or their family
members might need. They provide hotel or restaurant recommendations when called upon and connect patients to our
dietary specialists who can order specific food for a patient in need. They also serve as a referral service to connect new
residents with doctors or facilities in most medical specialties.
They offer engineering and repair services, monitoring every alarm (door, generator, elevator, etc.) for both hospitals.
They regularly sort through requests for repair services to give to CenturyLink, engineering, or environmental services.
And, of course, they act as directory assistance for physician pagers and cell numbers when another doctor requires a
consult. And they make outside calls for patients, who are unable to dial themselves.
These caring and competent folks know where patients are at all times or if they are no longer in our hospital. And for
good measure, they also call codes, have an answering service, activate and change pagers and maintain the emergency
cell phones. Always with a smile --  -- in their voice. What a valuable resource for NCH!
Respectfully,

Allen S. Weiss, M.D., President and CEO
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